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Verbs: Words that Do Stuff 

 
Because man is a rational animal, you slept through the high school grammar lessons under the 

real fear that your brain could either ossify or turn to jelly if you had to endure another minute of 

it. This part of your life had zero correlation with things that mattered, like dating, or even with 

classes that held some interest. You may have wondered: Will my life really end up in the sewer 

if I can’t tell an intransitive verb from a past participle?  

 In fact, knowledge of basic grammar and sentence structure are necessary for effective 

communication, both written and oral. Because most children are syntactically correct by the age 

of about six, applying the theory to the practical should not be that difficult. You already know 

how to speak correctly – or mostly so. It’s just that many students get twisted into knots when 

they try to write on paper what they have no trouble speaking. 

 By stripping the sentence to its basic elements, we can solve the mystery that keeps so 

many otherwise capable students in a state of continual frustration and angst. We start with the 

verb. 

 

Let’s revisit our friend Jennifer, the painter.  

 Two words about Jenny can form a complete sentence: 

  Jennifer paints. 

 In fact, we can write an infinite number of sentences with two words. Jesus wept. Infants 

cry. Grass grows. Raphael retired. Mildred quit. Movies entertain. Dogs bark. Cats meow. I 

performed. Truman won. Dewey lost.  

 Subject, verb. Independent clause. Complete thought, complete sentence.  

 Two-word sentences are wonderful creations – short, simple, to the point. They add 

variety and effectiveness, especially when they follow a long sentence.  

 Now let’s add a third word. Of the following sentences, one has a different structure from 

the other three. Can you tell which is unlike the others? 

  

  a. Jennifer paints houses. 

  b. Raphael likes pizza.  

  c.  Jennifer paints carefully. 

  d. Dogs hunt snakes.  

 

If you suspect that c is unlike the others, you know something about how verbs work. This is true 

even if you can’t explain the theory. You know that “carefully” adds meaning to the verb 

“paints.” It describes how Jennifer paints, not what she paints. The other sentences tell what the 

verb does. In a, Jennifer paints houses, but we don’t know if she is a careful or sloppy painter. In 

c, we know something about Jennifer’s work habits, but we don’t know if she paints oil portraits 

or bridge abutments.  

 In a, b and d, the verb acts on a direct object. What does Jennifer paint? She paints 

houses. What does Raphael like? He likes pizza. The verb-direct object relationship is, well, 

direct. Like the subject of a sentence, a direct object is always a noun or pronoun. 
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 In c, the verb does not act on anything. It does not take a direct object. Carefully is an 

adverb. Adverbs modify – that is, they clarify, expand on or limit the meaning of – verbs, 

adjectives and other adverbs. How does Jennifer paint? She paints carefully. The adverb 

carefully adds meaning to what Jennifer does. It tells us how she paints.  

 Practice exercise. Write some three-word sentences using a subject, verb and direct 

object. Example: Farmers plant corn. 

 

 a.  

 b.    

 c. 

 

 Now, write some three-word sentences using a subject, verb and adverb. Example: 

Farmers plant yearly. 

 

 a. 

 b. 

 c. 

 

 Everything above relates to action verbs. Only action verbs take direct objects. Being 

verbs show state of being, and here the relationship between the verb and other words in the 

sentence changes: 

  Jennifer is young. 

 The verb is does not act on anything; it does not cause anything to happen, like a hammer 

striking a nail does in a direct object sentence. Is merely connects the subject/noun Jennifer with 

young. Young is a descriptive word that tells us not something about the verb is, but rather 

something about Jennifer. Young is an adjective. A chart may help. 

 

     

Modifier Words modified 

Adjective Nouns 

 Pronouns 

  

Adverb Verbs 

 Adjectives 

 Other Adverbs 

  

Summary: 

 

 Jennifer (pronoun subject)  paints (action verb)  houses (direct object noun). 

 Jennifer (pronoun subject)  paints (action verb)  carefully (adverb). 

 Jennifer (pronoun subject   is (being verb)  young (adjective).   
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With this basic structure we can build longer sentences. Remember that every word in a sentence 

has a logical relationship with other words in the sentence. For the moment we will stay with 

sentences modified by adjectives and adverbs. Thus: 

 Water. 

 What kind of water? 

 Muddy water. “Muddy” is an adjective that modifies the noun water. 

 

 Accelerates.  

 How does it accelerate? 

 Rapidly. “Rapidly” is an adverb that adds to the meaning of the verb accelerate.  

It is important to know which words modify other words in the sentence. In How to Write a 

Sentence, Stanley Fish shows how one can even understand the relationship of words in a 

meaningless sentence, as in this adaptation: 

 Dry tired raindrops rest aggressively.  

 Fish explains a sentence like this as “perfectly grammatical but semantically 

nonsensical.”
1 

 The sentence is grammatically correct because the adjectives – dry and tired – and the 

adverb – aggressively – “are in the appropriate structural slots.”
2 

The point here is to learn the 

structure without concern for the content.  
 

Mixing adverbs and adjectives into the batter 

 

Let’s say more about Jennifer and her painting by adding adjectives and adverbs: 

 Jennifer carefully paints old houses. 

 

We can add more. Ignore the fact that the passage is silly. It is grammatically correct.  

 

 Jennifer is a tall, young, self-employed student who paints old four-story red houses 

carefully, quickly and inexpensively.  

 

 What kind of student is Jennifer? The adjectives explain: She is a tall student, a young 

student, and a self-employed student.  

 What kind of houses does she paint? Again, the adjectives explain: old houses, four-story 

houses, red houses. 

 How does she paint them? The adverbs explain: She paints them carefully. She paints 

them quickly. She paints them inexpensively. 

 By now you should have no trouble connecting the verbs and noun/pronouns with the 

words that modify them. Understanding this structure, how words fit into sentences, positions 

you to write meaningful sentences and powerful paragraphs. 

   

 

1. Stanley Fish. How to Write a Sentence, p. 26. 

2. Ibid.  

  


